WHAT TO EXPECT

OPENING SCHOOLS DURING COVID
Keep Students Safe. Keep Students In School.

The New Normal
The Same Commitment
Your school's safety is our #1 priority. In response to COVID, we
have taken steps to address concerns schools have with the same
clinical precision towards our TPIRC mission - comprehensive
health + well being.
Here's what we've done:
Adapted our clinic, research, and business
operations in real-time
Led the way to develop medical and workplace
infection disease control protocols

Open sourced our protocols to be accountable and
transparent to the public
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What this means
for you
AS A SCHOOL + PARENT
We have approached the best way to keep your school safe
through a high-level of attention to detail, unwavering
patient commitment, and clinical preciseness.
We are taking to make sure that we keep your exposure to
COVID and other infectious diseases to a near zero level.
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Our Approach to Safety + COVID
Urgent. Effective.

Leaders in Innovation

TPIRC can act quickly utilizing and
analyzing the trillion of data points that we
have amassed.

Modern medicine is slow to offer solutions.

Every step carefully checked to ensure the
highest level of safety and quality control.

We believe in exponentially improving one
thing - disease remission.
Our Tolerance Induction Program (TIP) is
second to none with a 99% success rate.
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THE STUDENT + EDUCATOR EXPERIENCE

Arriving at School

During School Hours

Leaving School

When students arrive at school, they
will:

You can rest assured that while students
are in school:

When the school day is over students
and educators will:

Wear a mask to enter into the
building
Check-in at the Screening Tent
Temperature + health screening
Recieve a "cleared" sticker

They will have limited interaction
with staff and students
Limited staff interactions, except for
necessary
All surfaces are sterilized before +
after every appointment, and every
30 minutes

Check-out with the school upon
leaving
Exit through a separate designated
location to minimize contact with
other students/staff
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We are here for you
COVID TESTING
We are offering COVID testing to students and educators who need to
be tested if they fail to pass the health screening when entering
school grounds. Results will be available within 24 hours.
Those in need of testing will be directed to come to TPIRC where the
COVID testing will be done in the safest manner possible with all
medical personnel in full personal protective equipment in a negative
pressure room.

Customer Support
We are here for you when you need us with our 24/7 client support
line to answer any questions you have about COVID and other virus
testing, and other program related information.
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TPIRC's
Infectious
Disease
Awareness
Process
Safety Inside + Out

TPIRC's
Infectious
Disease
Awareness
Process
Every step is
carefully planned
out

Behind the Scenes at TPIRC

We are committed to
our staff. We have not
laid off any staff and
have given some the
opportunity to work
remotely.

Ability to test any staff
who want or need
COVID testing.

Adapted our facility to
ensure staff are given 4-6
feet of space apart from
each other.

Every staff member is
temperature screened
every time they enter
TPIRC facilities.

We have implemented a
hygiene monitoring
system and require both
clinical and non-clinical
staff to wash their hands
every 30 minutes.
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Safety Protocols
New Equipment to Keep You Safe
Surface Disinfection
Small Particle Room Ventilation
UV Sterilization Equipment for Electronic Devices
Microbiology Sampling
Randomized Surface Testing & Public Reporting
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Staying Safe
When traveling between school and home, you can stay
safe by following these tips:
Try to maintain a minimum of 6 feet between you and the
public
Wear a face mask anytime you are in public or with people
other than your immediate family
Make sure your mask covers your nose, mouth, and chin
Avoid touching your face or your face mask
Wash your hands every 30 minutes
Disinfect the area around you and your devices
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What Our Community is Saying
"While we pray that COVID-19 comes to a
close and resolution soon, the risk of
anaphylaxis for Wes will not. This is
something that he has to live with for the
rest of his life...
We flew out to California and arrived in
LA to quickly drive to his appointment.
While it was so weird to have the leave
the house and get on a plane, I am glad
we did."

"The safety of this program has given us, and
the trust we have in it, made us confident in
our decision to keep our recent appointment.
It was strange to leave the house, but the
clinic's precautions from the start made it
clear we had made the right choice.
I witnessed constant cleaning of surfaces,
constant hand washing/sanitizer use, and we
had staff who directed us every step of the
way. I left the appointment with ZERO
concerns."

- Current TIP Parent
- Current TIP Parent
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